SMSC-Celebrating differences
Understand that there are different
perceptions about what normal
means.
Understand how having a disability
could affect someone’s life.
Explain some of the ways in which
one person or a group can have
power over another.
Know some of the reasons why
people use bullying behaviour.
Give examples of people with
disabilities who lead amazing lives.
Explain ways in which difference can
be a source of conflict and a cause
for celebrations.

Computing
Understanding an electronic
folder.
Identifying the features of an ebook.
Creating an e-book.
Inserting text and images into an
e-book.
Evaluating the work of peers.
RE:
Islam
Who or what inspires Muslims?
How does Muhammed (PBUH)
inspire Muslims today?
Har are Muslims committed to
today?
Who inspires us today?

Handwriting
Class dependent

PE

Outdoor – Rugby
Indoor – Gymnastics

Art
To explore the role and
impact of William Morris.
experiment with surface
detail.
Create a printing block.
Create a repeating pattern.
Evaluating my work which is
inspired by William Morris.
Create a repeating pattern
using ICT.

Autumn 2 2018
Victorians – UKS2
English
Using these books – Street Child, Oliver Twist and
Rooftoppers, A Christmas Carol, we will build our
writing experiences.
We will also use these texts to complete our written
comprehension work to deepen our understanding of the
text and the Victorians.

Music
Voices FoundationExploring pitch, pulse, tempo, dynamics, part singing.
Reading and composing music.

Science – Electricity
Know the components within a circuit, their symbol and
function.
Draw a circuit, using the correct symbols.
Plan, conduct and evaluate an investigation into changing
the brightness of a bulb or the volume of a buzzer.
Identifying faults within circuits and fixing them.
Know the difference between a parallel and a series
circuit.
Explain the importance of major discoveries in electricity.

History- Victorians
Compare modern and Victorian schooling.
Place Victorian period on a timeline in relation to other
periods of British history.
Understand the life of a workhouse child.
Identify changes that were created by the industrial
revolution.
Investigate inventions from the Victorian period.
Research a famous Victorian figure.

